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Learn great mental magic tricks using a deck of playing cards. In this book you will find:The
Importance of ShowmanshipCHAPTER I: Forcing Thought PrincipleSeveral Methods of Forcing
a Certain CardCard and Number Divination.CHAPTER II: The Key Card PrincipleAn Example of
Presentation.The Three Heaps.The Trio.The Moving Finger.A Card and a Number.Divining a
Card.The Count DownThe Six PilesCHAPTER III: The Nail or Pin Marking PrincipleThought
Card DiscoveredA Test DiscoveryAn Envelope MysteryA VariationCHAPTER IV: The
Prearranged Pack PrincipleMethod of Changing PacksPartial Set-upsMephisto's
MessageThought Card to PocketFinding a NumberMental SpellingSet-up of Full PackReading
any Card Called ForLocating a Page and Word by CardsClairvoyant Reading of Several CardsA
Startling ExperimentNovel Card ReadingCHAPTER V: Various Presentations of the One Way
Deck PrincipleCHAPTER VI: Tricks with Assistant as the MediumFIRST METHODSECOND
METHODCHAPTER VII: Codes for Mind Reading with CardsTalking CodesFirst MethodSecond
MethodSilent CodesMethod OneMethod TwoSilent Code for ConfederateCHAPTER VIII:
Forcing DecksCHAPTER IX: The Marked Card PrincipleA Card Prediction.CHAPTER X: The
Impression or Carbon SystemMethod OneMethod TwoCHAPTER XI: The Mirror
PrincipleCHAPTER XII: A PredictionCHAPTER XIII: The Telepathic Bridge Game
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GameINTRODUCTIONThe Importance of ShowmanshipBefore entering on an explanation of
these mind reading effects, a description of the proper method of presentation and
showmanship is desirable. The author of a booklet recently published, describing the difference
between a magician and a mind reader, writes that the magician repeatedly shows his hands
empty and protests that he does not use this or that sleight, whereas the mind reader does none
of these things, presenting his feats without flourishes or any suggestion whatever of cleverness
in manipulation. Now, if that author had written "manipulator" instead of "magician" he would
have been right. A finished magician will avoid all unnecessary and ostentatious display of the
front and back of his hands, showing hands empty and so on. His every move will be a natural
one and only such as would be used by anyone under similar circumstances. In every way
possible, he will strive to give the impression that he himself plays only a passive part in
connection with the wonders that happen.These observations apply with even greater force to
exhibitions of pretended mind reading with cards, which should be handled without any display
of flourishes or fancy moves, except for the riffle shuffle which is now in such general use that no
suspicion of cleverness is apt to be attached to it. The waterfall finish after the shuffle is taboo. It
is better to affect a slight awkwardness; for instance, while shuffling, you may drop a card
occasionally, but be careful not to overdo this, either. In short, handle the cards just as any card
player would.In the selection of an assistant from the audience, it is well to have the spectators
decide who is to be the subject of the test to offset any suspicion of confederacy. If more than
one person is to take part in the experiment, let the one first chosen select the next and so on.



Sometimes it may be necessary for you to choose someone whose appearance leads you to
believe he will be more inclined to help than to hinder you. Have experiments requiring friendly
subjects follow others in which you have shown your powers with assistants chosen by the
audience. Pretense of hypnotizing the subject will add to the effect and showmanship.CHAPTER
I: Forcing Thought PrincipleSeveral Methods of Forcing a Certain CardKnowing how to induce a
spectator to think of a certain card is important. A good method is by ruffling the cards. Take the
deck face downwards in the left hand, thumb on the back near its inner end. Bring the right hand
over the pack, fingers at the outer end, thumb at the inner end. Bend the cards upwards before
the subject's eyes and let the outer ends of the pack spring free. Stop the movement for a
moment so that only one card may be plainly seen, then slip the tip of the second finger of the
left hand under it and continue the ruffle.Another way is to secretly push the upper portion of the
deck a trifle upwards, the resulting break being hidden by the fingers of the right hand. When the
cards are ruffled, there will be a slight stop when the lowest card of the upper portion is reached.
In either method one card only has been seen by the spectator and that will most likely be the
card he will think of. When presenting the pack to his gaze, it is advisable to ask him to take no
notice of the bottom card but to make a "mental note" of any other card he sees.Again, you may
spring the cards from your right hand into your left, face upward. Let the cards shoot down so
rapidly that no one of them can be identified, but about half-way through the deck, stop the
action for a moment, then spring the remainder. The only card that you, yourself, could
distinguish will most likely be the card mentally selected by the observer. To locate a freely
selected card, you may spring the cards face downward, stopping at the spectator's request.. He
lifts up the last card that has fallen and looks at it. You quietly sight the face card of those in your
right hand and when the card is replaced on the left hand portion by the spectator you drop the
right hand portion on top of it. Thus you know the chosen card lies next below the one you just
noted so that you can find it when you want to.Another very easy method is by means of a
simple cut. You hold the deck towards a spectator face down on your left hand, asking him to
choose a card. Let him cut the pack and look at the bottom card of his portion, take this from him
and slip the tip of the little finger of your right hand between the packets as you reassemble the
deck. A moment later, divide the pack with your right thumb at the position held by the little finger
tip and then riffle shuffle the two packs. You have only to let the bottom card of the right hand
packet fall first and the chosen card will be at the bottom.A more subtle procedure is this. Have
the deck well shuffled and hold it face downwards in your left hand. Take off cards one by one
with your right hand and hold them facing the spectator. Count mentally each card as you take it
and keep these cards well squared, so that the person can see only the last card. Take the cards
rather slowly and at the same rate of speed throughout and keep separating the hands some
little distance apart. Watch the spectator's eyes, they will follow the movements of your right
hand in taking and exposing each card. When the eyes rest, note the number of that card but
continue to show five or six more cards at exactly the same pace before you ask if a mental
selection has been made. You have then only to shuffle off the cards above the one noted to get



the card at your command for any finish you may wish to make.Card and Number Divination.A
deck having been well shuffled you take it and by one of the methods previously explained force
a spectator to think of a certain card and bring this card to the top by means of a simple cut. in
the course of a shuffle, run six cards on top of it so that the card will lie seventh. This may easily
be done by a riffle shuffle. You have only to hold back several cards from the top of the left hand
packet and let them fall last. Two or three riffles will enable you to do this in the most natural
manner possible.Now ask a second spectator to think of a number between one and ten. if
seven is chosen-gazing steadily at him, make a false shuffle leaving the top seven cards in their
original position. Lay the deck down. Have the card and the number called and, if all goes as you
have arranged, let a third spectator take the pack, deal off six cards and show that the seventh is
the card thought of. A very astonishing result.If you exercise a little care in the choice of your two
assistants, the chances are that the trick will come out right, but supposing some number other
than seven is called. For six, you simply have six cards dealt and the next card shown. For
certain other numbers you will have to deal the cards yourself. If eight or nine are chosen, make
a false count once or twice as the case may be. For two, three, four, or five palm off the number
of cards required to make the count correct. Don't be in a hurry, talk at length on the extreme
difficulty of reading the thoughts of two persons at the same time and don't look at your hands
while palming the cards.If some other number has been thought of, proceed as follows. Deal
cards to the number called and lay that card, whatever it may be, face down on the table. Run
through the pack, faces to yourself and slide the chosen card behind the others, getting it to the
top. Then show the faces to the company, proving that the card is not there by simply not
showing the top card. With the pack in your left hand, take up the card on the table with your
right, go to the spectator and show it to him so that he alone sees the card, claiming you have
made a complete success. Turn to your table, make the bottom change, and lay the spectator's
card down. Palm the bottom card in your left hand.The spectator claims you have made a
mistake. You maintain that you showed him the card he thought of. Keep up the argument as
long as it amuses the rest of the company, then let him turn over the card on the table. It is his
card. "As for the card you thought you saw just now," you continue, "It has been in my pocket the
whole evening." You thrust your hand into your pocket and bring out the palmed card.CHAPTER
II: The Key Card PrincipleAn Example of Presentation.Since space will not allow for giving the
patter for every experiment, the presentation of the following trick must serve as an example on
which to base others. A simple effect has been chosen to show how it can be built up into a
seeming miracle of mind reading.You have any pack thoroughly shuffled and request the
audience to choose the person who is to act as the medium. This done, hand the pack to him
and, in so doing, tilt the inner end slightly upward so that you can read the index of the bottom
card. You say to him, "Now, Mr. Jones, will you kindly divide the pack into seven portions, face
down on the table? No need to deal them, just cut the pack into seven heaps. You all know that
from the earliest ages, seven has been regarded as a mystical number. Greece had her Seven
Sages. There were the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus and Seven Wonders of the Old World; in



Holy writ, we have the Seven Seals, the Seven Stars, the Seven Lamps, the Seven Loaves,
Seven Mortal Sins and Seven Virtues. There are seven days in the week, seven notes in music
and seven colors in the spectrum. A volume could be written on the number seven. To me, being
the seventh son of a seventh son, it is peculiarly significant."I will ask Mr. Jones to take the top
card of any heap, pick it up very carefully so that I cannot possibly get a glimpse of its face, and
impress its denomination firmly on your mind. Replace it, and now, to avoid suspicion of any
manipulation of the card I will place three heaps above it and three below it, making it safe from
interference."You must note which heap has the original bottom card of the pack and this heap is
the first of the three that you place on the selected card. If, by one chance in seven, the top card
of this heap has been chosen, simply tell the subject to put it on top of any other heap. In either
case you know that the card is the next card below the one you sighted. at the bottom of the
deck. Gather up the other three heaps and place them underneath. Square the pack by tapping
its edges on the table. You then say, "You will have noticed that I have not touched the card, that I
have not seen it or any other card in the pack and to avoid any suspicion that I might know even
its approximate position in the pack, will you kindly cut the cards several times?" See that the
cuts are completed. "You must all be satisfied that I cannot possibly know where the card is?
Good. I will lay the cards out face upwards so that Mr. Jones can see his card and while my back
is turned I want him to take out his card, but to be very careful not to disturb any other card."
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